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Strong labor rights that favor unions Online Cigarettes Store USA tend to be unattractive to global
capital looking for cheap inputs and little drama. China has comparatively weak labor protections on one
hand, and a diverse pool of talent on the other—from stitch-and-sew factory workers to scientists and
other high tech, advanced machine tool operators are all at the ready. There are hundreds of thousands
of them. No country has this.
Moreover, even though India has a similar workforce situation in terms of rights and size, the
government long ago decided to focus on being a software developer and IT service exporter.

As an economy, India is known for its IT firms Cheap Newport Cigarettes Online Sale and maybe a
generic drug manufacturer. China is surpassing them on the generic drugs side.

China is known for producing everything. Need a photovoltaic cell panel for a drone? China can make
that. Need a float for your swimming pool? China’s got it. It’s a wonder that Alibaba or Tencent haven’t
spun off their own IT outsourcing unit to compete with Infosys yet.

India also changes governments every few years and only recently unified its cross-state tax code.
China has none of these problems. Continuity makes life easier for businesses. It’s one less headache.

There are hidden costs involved in doing business Newport 100s Box in any country. Taxes can be
written off. But countries like Brazil have hidden taxes hard to avoid. A simple corporate cellphone
account is taxed nearly as much as the corporate tax rate.
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